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It is for me a very great honour (and pleasure) to be able to respond to the invitation
to give this lecture in memory of Douglas Bryant, a great friend of the British Library.
The invitation, double-barrelled as it was, from the distinguished Academician, Sir
Anthony Kenny, and the outstanding elder statesman, Lord Eccles, was irresistible.  It
gives me some pleasure on practical grounds as well, for I have not been required – at
least initially – to generate a meticulous, publishable, scholarly text.  And unlike so
many other similar occasions, this event is set not in a European but in an American
context.  Those factors are not a licence for indiscipline, but they may perhaps be seen
as encouraging a fresh approach – and if that may be seen as too ambitious at least an
attempt to order one’s thoughts in a fresh pattern.

The temptation is irresistible to start with a friendly reference to the 100 Pilgrims in
the ‘Mayflower’, who first united our two continents in 1620.  Theirs was a very
different world. They sailed from England with high ideals but small possessions, in a
wooden boat, without electronic navigation aids.  No Thomas Cook to send them off.
No American Express to greet them.  The journey from Plymouth to Cape Cod took
just over two months.  Today the same number fly in Concorde from London to New
York in three and a half hours.  And something like 3½ million visitors come from
North America to Britain each year.

So for each solitary Pilgrim who sailed one way in 1620, more than 30,000 came the
other way last year.  I hope I won’t be misunderstood – but I am glad most of them
had return tickets!  But even those who cannot afford Concorde make the journey 250
times faster than the Pilgrims. I am told there is a new generation of supersonic air craft
on the drawing-board.  By the end of the century they may be flying us half way
round the world in hours.

I am told the plan is to use special engines which suck in oxygen from the atmosphere
and blast out hot air.  Exactly the same principle in fact that has powered generations
of politicians in London and Washington alike:  democracy uses the same fuel on both
sides of the Atlantic.

So to my first main point.  Our world has grown so inter-connected and so inter-
dependent that the consequences are horrendously difficult to analyse, let alone to live
with.  All too often we find ourselves like some medieval knight tilting at a target, only
to find that it was mounted on a swinging arm that comes round and bashes us on the
back of the head.  What is happening is that the integrity of the nation-state –
sovereignty by any other name – has become, steadily less absolute.  Even for a so-
called super-power, as George Shultz has explained, internationalism is inescapable.
Communications, culture, information technology, affluence, mobility – all these
things are competing with each other in the demolition of time and distance.  We all
live with one world-wide vocabulary: Chernobyl, Sarajevo, Glasnost, Intifada, ethnic
cleansing, CNN.

I draw one clear conclusion from this.  We have to stop thinking – if we ever did – of
sovereign nation-states as though they were so many vertically divided boxes.
Sovereignty increasingly is intermingled across frontiers.

Nowhere is that more true than in the economic and monetary sphere. Capital and
cash, as easily as information, are now whisked invisibly between nations.  Enterprises,
trading, and investing across the globe intrude upon national cultures and identities. 



International economic rules – even rules for free trade, especially for free trade –
intrude more and more across frontiers.

The breaking of Barings’ bank, was quite literally, a jeu sans frontières.
Internationalisation of government has been accepted in the economic sphere because
there it is inevitable: we see, in that sense, the world-wide triumph of the market
economy.

But that process of economic integration has been matched by political changes in the
opposite direction.  The kinds of technological advance that once made nation-states
and empires governable have been achieving exactly the opposite effect.  So that, over
the last half century the number of nations and states has seemed to grow explosively.
In 1945 there were 51 founding members of the United Nations; last year there were
185.  Let us hope the process of change will never go so far that it has to take account
of the fact that the world has no less than 4000 languages.

Why has there been such amoeba-like multiplication of new nations?  They come in
the main, as we know from our own experience, from the disintegration of empires.
The fragmentation of larger political units has led to the creation of new, smaller,
separate entities, each one of whom claims all the trappings of nationhood.

The process was set in motion by successive upheavals on our own European
continent.  The end of the First World War saw the break-up not only of what was
left of the Ottoman Empire but also of the Austro-Hungarian – and the Balkanisation
of south-east Europe.  Churchill, after the horrors of the Second World War, was
moved to remark:  “There is not one of the peoples or provinces that constituted the
Empire of the Hapsburgs to whom gaining their independence has not brought the
tortures which ancient poets and theologians had reserved for the damned”.

With the ending of the Second World War there came too the dissolution of the other
great historical empires – the French, the Dutch, the Belgian and, of course, the
British.  Britain’s own withdrawal from Empire round the world was, we can now see
in retrospect, a relatively civilised affair:  a divorce so velvet that we didn’t really notice
it was happening until after Suez, when (typically) it required an American to point
out that we had lost an Empire but still had not found a role.  Sometimes I worry that
we have been searching ever since.

And now, with the collapse of the Soviet Empire in the four years since the fall of the
Berlin Wall – we see the same story of fragmentation and nation-spawning all over
again.  The Soviet bloc – once a huge, seemingly impenetrable monolith – has slivered
into a myriad pieces, some great, some small.  The Soviet Union itself has turned into
fifteen separate parts, of which the largest (Russia) is itself a federation of many smaller
units.

It is interesting to note in passing that the Russian Federation may be seen in relation
to the former Soviet Union in the same way that the Republic of India may be
compared to the much larger boundaries of the former British Indian Empire.  We
must hope, for Russia’s sake, that what is left of the Rouble Zone holds together as
well as the Rupee Raj had done.



One reason why Dean Acheson’s message took so long to sink in was the difference in
Britain’s apparent position, if that was perceived from an Atlantic perspective.  At Yalta
there were only three men.  Apart from Stalin, there were the two Anglo-Saxon
victors.  Not for the first time there was implied a misleading degree of parallelism
between the United States and the United Kingdom in our relations with Continental
Europe.  For each of us is physically separated from the continent – sharing a common
language which is different from that of our friends in Europe; and with a different
legal and political culture founded on evolutionary, common law foundations rather
than classical Roman law.

There are in fact many ironies about this.  Characteristically, our common language is
itself totally pan-European, a jumble of Latin, Greek, Anglo-Saxon, and Norman-
French.  Characteristically, many of our political institutions owe a good deal to the
insight of the distinguished Frenchman Montesquieu.  Even so, we have both tended
historically to regard ourselves as somehow detached from our continental friends.  Yet
twice this century we have been drawn by conflict into Europe. We have twice found
ourselves playing direct a part in helping to shape a new post-war Europe, curiously on
very different lines on the two occasions.

After World War I, with Lloyd George and Woodrow Wilson at the helm, the twin
foundations then identified were self-determination based on the national-state, a
conscious, orderly semi-Balkanisation of Europe, alongside a determination to put and
keep Germany in its place.  After World War II, with Marshall and Churchill at the
helm, the principles were different.  We were seeking this time to subordinate nation
hood to the ideal of international co-operation.  We were seeking forgiveness and
reintegration of Germany: Churchill, you will remember at the opening meeting of
the Council of Europe, in August 1949, asked the important rhetorical question: ‘But
where are the Germans?’

And so there emerged, in due course, all our European institutions, the Council of
Europe, the Convention and Court of Human Rights, the OEDC, and, of course, the
European Community.  Yet still, we in the United Kingdom and North America
sought to remain at least semidetached from the Europe we were helping to shape.
That certainly led to the most serious mistake in the United Kingdom’s post-war
diplomacy, our non-participation in the Messina talks and all that followed from them.
We, alas, played no part in the foundation of the European Community.

The United States (and, for that matter, Canada) in fact always had, and still have, a
rock-solid alibi.  The Atlantic is a substantial divide – and the Pacific on the other side
emphasises their world-wide position.  But the United Kingdom gradually came to
realise that we had no such excuse, no justification.  It took Harold MacMillan six
years to give his answer to Acheson’s penetrating post-Suez question.  In 1962, just
before we applied for membership of the Community, he said this:

If we remain outside the European Community, it seems to me
inevitable that the realities of power would compel our American
friends to attach increasing weight to the views and interests of the
Community, … with much less incentive than now to secure our
agreement or even to consult our opinion.  To lose influence both in
Europe and Washington, as this must mean, would seriously undermine
our international position.



Those were the words, less than a year ago, of Raymond Seitz, the then Ambassador
of the United Sates to the Court of St James.

But is that still an accurate insight?  Speaking in 1994, had Ray Seitz – yes even he! –
had he taken too little account of the seismic events, already four years before:  the
ending of the Cold War; and the consequent disintegration of the Soviet Empire?  It
was Eduard Shevardnadze, former Soviet Foreign Secretary and now President of the
Republic of Georgia, (speaking in London just a few weeks ago) who asked the
question, and I quote:

Why were the world community and western nations in particular
caught unprepared on the very threshold of this swift and
consequently unmanageable transformation of the world … if indeed a
victory”, he said “it was undoubtedly a Pyrrhic one.

So, far from witnessing the global triumph of the values of western democracy, he
concluded we are experiencing “the rivalry of petty nationalistic dictatorships”.  And
he contrasted all that with the strategic thinking of Yalta – not that either he or I
would wish to underwrite the conclusions there arrived at.  He pointed out, even so,
that Stalin there proclaimed the case for a special status for great powers.  Churchill,
for his part, argued that the eagles must not be allowed to hinder the smaller birds from
singing.  Shevardnadze declared himself, not surprisingly, on the side of the smaller
birds.

At least a plan did emerge and he contrasted that with what happened after the Cold
War.  Shevardnadze said that his country had been somewhat pecked, in the not so
distant past, by the twin-headed eagle.  Today, however, Georgia was threatened not
solely by the large predators: “The small fowl of the air gather into flocks and attack
with the ferocity of Alfred Hitchcock’s birds”.

What better illustration could we have, incidentally, of the unity of the world in which
we live than that choice, by the beleaguered Georgian leader, of a metaphor from
Hollywood?

The removal of the threat posed by the former Soviet Union (or should I say the
“apparent removal” of this threat?) may be seen as the equivalent to the
“disappearance” of the barbarians from the frontiers of ancient Rome.  The poet,
Cavafy, tells of the Senators of the time asking:  “What shall we do now that those
barbarians have gone?”  Well if they have, that change has led to a significant – and
perhaps continuing – reduction of the United States’ interest in Europe.

I was in Frankfurt last Friday, where a year or two ago there were resident no less than
12,000 American citizens.  Today, there are no more than 600.  Has the change
perhaps been psychologically even more far-reaching than that?  Is the gap between
Secretary of State Marshall and Speaker Gingrich, between President Truman and
‘would be’ President Dole even wider than we have yet feared?

And as for our own continent – has the reduction in the threat from the East done
more than we know to dissolve the glue, to weaken the magnetism, that has drawn
and held us Europeans together for the last half century?  Have we under-estimated the



unifying effect of a common external enemy and over-estimated the integrating effect
of economic factors, or of our common European love and affection for each other?

Some of our own countrymen (and countrywomen) are now tempted by this change
to arouse memories, in the words of Anthony Eden, again I quote, of “something that
we feel in our bones … for Great Britain’s history, for interests which go far beyond
the European continent and over the seas to societies in all four corners of the world”.
How wise would it now be to revive that antique, aquatic vision of our future?  Can
there be any room today for the resurrection of a foreign policy which would rest
upon our Anglo-Saxon past, upon the links between Britain and our erstwhile cousins
beyond the seas?

Too much has been said and written over the years about the so called “special”
relationship between the United Kingdom and United States for me to try to survey it
all this evening.  Certainly it has been “special” in terms of language, culture and law;
in terms of instincts often in tune with each other at times of crisis; in the ease of
relationships between some, but not all, political leaders (Churchill and Roosevelt;
Kennedy and MacMillan; Reagan and Thatcher certainly).  Our memories of shared
reactions to manifest acts of aggression, (from the Falklands to Kuwait), remind us that
it would be foolish to discount these factors.

But how much can we now contribute to the intrinsically unequal partnership, for
which we (in the United Kingdom) can expect a matching response from across the
Atlantic?  In a less and less obviously nuclear world, can we expect to be seen as
anything but a demandeur, a client?  So too perhaps within the necessarily unbalanced
intelligence community?  Or in the context of the influence which the United
Kingdom can effectively deploy within the European partnership, particularly if we are
condemned there to speak so often in today’s apparently disenchanted, if not actively
negative, tone of voice?

I know that some of my then colleagues were flattered by President Bush’s description
of Britain – in one of Nato’s last Cold War crises – as an “anchor to windward”.  I
always regarded that as a rather negative, indeed demeaning, role in which to cast
ourselves.  I would rather be an engine than an anchor.  Yet it may have been
uncomfortably close to the truth.

And, on the other side of the account, I recall the less than flattering attention that was
paid in Washington to Britain’s views on the occasions when United States’ troops
moved into a Commonwealth country called Grenada; when a United States’ visa was
granted to an Irish citizen called Adams; and when United States’ aircraft were
dispatched to bomb Libya.

Certainly we should acknowledge that Britain was able in that last context – and not
least because of the powerful personal link between Margaret Thatcher and Ronald
Reagan – to secure some solid matching advantage for our support for American
action.  Because, (rightly, as subsequent history has shown), we supported the United
States’ view that the bombing of Libya was a legitimate act of self-defence (and
incidentally not a retaliatory response; we helped to shape that more correct view of
international law), because we gave them support in that respect, Britain won plaudits
from the United States.  More important than that, we won too the extradition treaty



(crucial in the context of Anglo-Irish affairs) for which we had been pressing the
Americans for years.

So let me emphasize that I am making this analysis not to show that British influence
with the United States is uniquely feeble.  On the contrary. I make the case, quite
simply, to demonstrate that – taken by itself – the Anglo-US relationship is not
uniquely strong.

That is why Ambassador Seitz was so wise, throughout his time in this country –
consciously to forswear the use of the term “special” relationship.  That is why the
distinguished diplomatic correspondent, (recently retired from the Daily Mail) John
Dickie, is so right to have entitled his latest book on this topic Special No More.  That is
why it must be right for us to recognise the reality that Anglo-US linkages may not be
significantly greater or more effective than those which exist between the United
States and each of our economically stronger (but linguistically different) European
partners:  France and Germany.

But nor are the linkages between the United States and Britain any weaker than those
which exist with our European Partners.  The truth is, and I repeat Macmillan’s insight
of more than 30 years ago, that the relationship is essentially an intercontinental one –
between America and Europe.  And it is in that context that Britain can mainly hope
to carry influence.

The irony is (or some at least may think so) that this vision of transatlantic partnership
was always well understood by the founding fathers of the European Community.
Jean Monnet – the prime mover in Europe, who worked in Washington during the
War and helped coordinate Marshall Plan aid in Europe –  always saw the Europeans
and Americans working together on common tasks.  Let me quote from him: “The
countries united in the Community,” said Monnet, “belong to the same Western
civilisation whose principles also rule American society:  between these two great
entities, very close but distinct, a deep and constant dialogue is possible, in the ways
established which are those of democracy.”

Monnet’s original idea was for such a transatlantic dialogue to take place in a formal,
structured fashion.  He supported Kennedy’s call in 1962 for a proper political
partnership between the United States and Europe.  It was an accident of history
(Kennedy’s assassination, de Gaulle’s anti-Americanism) that such a formal partnership
was never incarnated (and perhaps in the climate of the Cold War and the primacy of
defence cooperation in NATO there was no need then for that to happen).

But today times have changed.  There is now a greater need than ever for partnership
and dialogue between Europe and the United States, covering the widest range of
economic, military and political issues.  “I am not fully convinced” again said
Shevardnadze “that the Cold War has in fact come to a complete end”.  Nor to be
honest am I.  But “complete” or not, the disintegration of the Soviet Empire has
indeed created a whole new agenda.

So too has the ending of numerous transatlantic trade disputes, with the conclusion of
the Uruguary round.  Japan too needs to be brought into that relationship, another
intercontinental one.  European Monetary Union, when that does come to pass,
would create a tri-polar Ecu/Dollar/Yen world.  What should be the substance of such



a dialogue (or trialogue)?  Defence/security issues, new economic subjects not yet
covered by GATT (such as international investment rules as Sir Leon Brittan has
suggested) but above all political issues would loom large upon the agenda.  For
Europe itself our main task must surely be the evolution and implementation of a clear
strategy for the rehabilitation of post-Communist Europe.

All too easily the very forces of liberation that have been running wild in that part of
the continent can turn themselves into causes of crisis, hostility, violence and conflict –
what Isaiah Berlin has described “as the brutal and destructive side of modern
nationalism”.  The last four years of Yugoslavia’s tragic history makes that all too plain.

Ethnic cleansing may have seemed – until recently at least – as though it was a largely
Yugoslavian or Balkan phenomenon.  That is much too comfortable a view.
Balkanisation cannot, with any sense of prudence at all, be regarded as a disease that is
confined to the Balkans.  On the contrary, it is the classic European disease.

Competitive nationalism is the reason why twice this century European nations have
been at each others’ throats.  If one thinks that is a too dramatic view, think of the
impact on the other side of the Atlantic Ocean, in terms of competing nationalism, of
four little words uttered in Canada by a distinguished Frenchman only a few decades
ago, “vive le Québec libre”.  At our peril, indeed do we underestimate the destructive
potential of competitive nationalism.

People like Shevardnadze have experienced for themselves all the horrors and
nightmares of enraged aggressive separatism.  No less ghastly than the brutalities of
Hitler, they have led, in his words, to “the criminalisation of politics and the
politicisation of the underworld. If such is the price for independence and the right of
self-determination then,” he concluded, “it is a price too high – a price which goes
way beyond the limits of human understanding”.

That is why we need to cherish the unique achievements of the European Union –
and to build upon them.  We have succeeded to a quite remarkable extent in taming
nationalism without suppressing patriotism; sharing sovereignty without destroying the
nation; setting democracy and the market-place to work in partnership for a peaceful
and more prosperous future.  For the sake of our own security, we need to cherish the
blessings of that partnership and to do our best to extend them to our friends and
neighbours in the East.

The United States was once the sponsor for the rehabilitation of Western Europe.
The Marshall plan (an act of enormous generosity for which we should be eternally
grateful) underlined our intercontinental interest in each others’ security.  That
strategic truth has not changed.  Western Europe itself could now be the sponsor for
the rehabilitation of Eastern Europe, acting, of course, with the Americans (and
perhaps the Japanese) to ensure a much more closely coordinated economic and
political strategy.

Neither through the international financial institutions (the Fund and the Bank) nor in
any other partnership have we given effective guidance or sustained and balanced
support towards, for example, Ukraine, with the same urgency as have the Americans
towards Mexico.



Our economic approach towards Eastern European should, as the former Swedish
Prime Minister, Carl Bildt, has recently suggested, take a much more positive view of
the scope for active market building.  If we are able to remove the rigidities which
hamper our own development, even cautious estimates are likely to show that
enlargement of the Community will bring substantial long-term advantages for the
whole of Europe – East and West alike.

The first Cecchini Report, prepared for the Community some years ago, gave political
momentum to the freeing of markets in Western Europe and for the single market – so
effectively energized by the improbable Troika of Thatcher, Cockfield and Delors.  A
second similar analysis, pursued with comparable vigour, could spread that benign
liberalizing process across the entire continent.

You will have noticed how little I have had to say (to your relief, I dare say) about the
institutional agenda for the European Union’s 1996 Inter-Governmental Conference.
It has to take place, of course.  For there are certain changes that are inescapable, if an
enlarged Union is to be able to manage the wider, strategic agenda.  But
wholeheartedly I agree with Minister President Kurt Biedenkopf (in his Chatham
House talk the other day) that “the tasks facing Europe need to be understood and
defined before we give consideration to further institutional development”.

A common currency, a single currency, should be a long term goal, certainly.  But it
should be discussed in relation to what it is supposed to achieve; and whether the
conditions – especially unemployment and structural change – yet make that
achievable.  The process should not be hastened at the risk of mistakes which could
entail great political cost.

But that is more than enough about the detailed agenda of the European Union.  My
case tonight is broader than that.  For I have been trying to address the intercontinental
agenda.  All the challenges of the next decade, of the next century, will be challenges
to North America and Europe alike.  Our economic prosperity is indivisible.  The
most serious threats to our security are threats to both our continents.  Partnership
between the two continents is indispensable.

And it is in that context, at the heart of our continental Union, that our own country
must find its role.  Once we accept that premise, then we have identified our national
opportunity.  It is not to be found by turning our backs upon our European partners
or by seeking to find our future in some nationalistic resurrection of the past.

Let me close by illustrating the choice with two examples:

First, it is 27 years since Tony Benn, then Secretary of State for Trade and Industry,
(no Euro-fanatic be) quite rightly led the Wilson Government to endorse the
replacement of the Imperial system of measurements with the metric.  It is 23 years
since Margaret Thatcher, then Secretary of State for Education (no Euro-enthusiast
she) quite rightly agreed that our children should learn no more about yards, feet,
inches, gallons or acres – but only about hectares, litres and metres.  Since that date,
every country in what we used to call the Empire has bid farewell to the Imperial
system.  And everyone of them – I leave the United States on one side since it no
longer quite qualifies for the Imperial fold – but all the rest have now completed the
process of metrication, while we linger still in the slow lane of the mile and the pint.



Has this kind of Europhobia got to be carried so far that we are left behind even by the
rest of the world?

A Norwegian journalist the other day wrote this:  “Unlike the rest of Europe, the
British did not emerge humiliated from the War, but could – rightly – look back on
‘their finest hour’.  They have, strangely enough,” said this Norwegian, “kept a deeper
dislike for their former German enemies than have the other West Europeans who
experienced German soldiers on their soil”.  And this week too, it appears we shall be
the only nation to have taken part in the Pacific War who still insist on keeping the J
in VJ Day.

Seriously I ask, why should we alone struggle so hard to cherish the enmities and
hostilities of our past?  Has Europhobia made us fearful even of the friendships of a
wider world, which all our partners are willing to embrace?

So I come back, for the last time, to Eduard Shervardnadze, and I quote:  “Could it
be”, he said, “that in the year of the 50th anniversary we would fall short of victory
over the multiple new evils threatening us with the restoration of walls which divide
the world?”  Is it not ironic that it should have been a former member of the Soviet
Politburo who has been speaking in London of today’s need for a recovery of
Churchill’s vision of a world community as a force for action?

Is there not now a desperate need for that same breadth of vision to animate those who
aspire to the places of Macmillan and of Monnet, of Adenauer and of Churchill, in the
Europe of today?  And do we not see there, in the promotion of partnership between
the two Atlantic continents, today’s real opportunity for a Britain which has
confidence in her place at the heart of our unique European Union?  Britain may no
longer be a great power.  But Britain is still a great nation.  And that nation’s
opportunity is still there for us to shape.


